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WELCOME TO GDS
Welcome to GDS - the oldest Central European conference dedicated
to games development, game technologies, business and marketing.
It has been organized annually since 2003.
The conference is the only event of its kind in
Prague, Czech Republic with a 20 years long
tradition.
We are very glad that you decided to join the
special anniversary GDS 20th edition. After
two years marked by the pandemic, we are
delighted to meet everybody in person again
and experience the amazing atmosphere in a
beautiful location in Prague.

We hope that GDS will be a great place for
you to meet new people and old gamedev
friends. Enjoy the presentations and talks
by renowned speakers, find new business
partners, take a look or join the indie expo,
find inspiration and dive into art, design and
programming, come to the parties and most
importantly - have fun.
GDS turns 20 and you are welcome
to the celebration!

PROGRAM GDS 2022,
FRIDAY 23. 09.
Registration

9:30 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:25

Opening - Concert

[EN]

10:30 - 10:35

Welcoming words

10:40 - 10:55

Keynote - Ján Ilavský

11:00 - 11:55

Benjamin Bauer
How to Create a Vision, Pillars & a Direction

12:00 - 12:55

LUNCH

13:00 - 13:55

Jakub Vavřík - Hangar 13
How we (re)created Lost Heaven for Mafia:DE

14:00 - 14:55

Leszek Szczepański - Ideals vs. Reality Procedural
Encounters in Horizon Forbidden West [EN]

15:00 - 15:55

Otakar Nieder
Lag compensation techniques in physics driven game

16:00 - 16:55

Ivan Buchta, Stanislav Petera - Tanks, Soldiers and
Explosions – Live Action Creation of the Arma Reforger‘s
Key Visual [EN]

17:00 - 17:55

Pawel Miechowski - This War of Mine big summary but this time, from a political point of view (!) [EN]

18:00 - 18:00

END DAY 1

9:00 - 10:00
BEAT GAMES HALL

PROGRAM LEGEND
Art talk

Technical talk

Business talk

Education line

Game/Design talk

3

Other talks

Breakfast

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]
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WARGAMING HALL

11:00 - 11:25

Martin Tichota - Next generation location-based VR

[EN]

11:30 - 11:55

Tomáš Zachar - Making games alone or in a team?

[EN]

12:00 - 12:55

LUNCH

13:00 - 13:25

Sander Hoogervorst - Sandbox
The modular development approach of Arma

13:30 - 13:55

Josef Vopička
Speech recognition and brand voice for VR and games.

14:00 - 14:25

Matthew Jones
Making something look what it does – Cognitive
Affordance [EN]

14:30 - 14:55

Mattias Van Camp
Chasing Simplicity: The Art of the MVP

Czech games industry data - press conference
11:00 - 11:55

Pavel Barák, GDACZ, City of Prague, Industry
Representatives [CZ]

12:00 - 12:25

Markéta Mentelová
Technology Incubation - Creative BIC

12:30 - 12:55

Michael Lekovski - Digižáci

13:00 - 13:25

CUNI, FAMU, PRAGUE
Memorandum of cooperation

13:30 - 13:55

Jiří Sulženko - Pargue Incubator

14:00 - 14:55

Lukáš Kolek
Roundtable - Industry and education

15:00 - 15:55

Ivan Danilenko, Viktoriya Gridneva - Workshop
“So you’ve graduated. Now what?” Tips & Tricks from a
Senior Recruiter and Engineering Hiring Manager [EN]

[EN]

[CZ]

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]

[CZ]

[CZ]

[EN]

15:00 - 15:55

Ranko Trifkovic
How to craft player‘s character or „Talk to the Gun“

16:00 - 16:55

Adam Sporka
Adaptive Music Design in Different Genres: How to
Avoid Awkward Transitions [EN]

16:00 - 16:55

Timothee Engel
How to choose the „Best“ Network Topology for your
Multiplayer Game [EN]

17:00 - 17:55

Jan Vaněček
Designing with open mind - From idea to impact

17:00 - 17:55

Dušan Čežek
Ministry Of Broadcast VS Ministry Of Investment

18:00 - 18:00

END DAY 1

17:30 - 17:55

18:00 - 18:00
5

LECTURE HALL

Martin Vaňo, Martin Boháč
Share your knowledge: learn how to teach with
GameDevHub [EN]

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]

END DAY 1
6

MAIN CONFERENCE PARTY
NATIONAL HOUSE OF SMÍCHOV
20:00

Opening

20:05

GDS Indies Pitching Session

21:15

Announcement of GDS Game Jam 2022 winners, The
Microsoft Cloud Skills Challenge winner and the GDS Indie
Expo Awards

11:00 - 11:55

John Goodale
Global Perspectives: Trends, Insights and War Stories

21:30

Informal networking

12:00 - 12:55

LUNCH

13:00 - 13:55

Paul Barnett - Confessions of a Creative Director:
Game making in the 21st Century [EN]

14:00 - 14:55

Veera Hokkanen - Concept Art In Returnal:
How Creative Principles Shaped Returnal’s Visual
Development [EN]

15:00 - 15:55

Daniel Vávra
How to invent, design and write a good quest

16:00 - 16:55

Vladimír Geršl
The Last Oricru - Post Mortem

17:00 - 17:55

Marek Rosa - Future of AI in games

18:00 - 18:15

Closing ceremony - Pavel Barák

This main party is powered by 11 bit studios.
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PROGRAM GDS 2022,
SATURDAY 24. 09.
10:00 - 11:00

Open doors

10:30 - 11:00

Breakfast

BEAT GAMES HALL

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]
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WARGAMING HALL

11:00 - 11:55

12:00 - 12:55

13:00 - 13:55

9

LECTURE HALL

Krzysztof Pachulski
Automating repeatable tasks with custom tools in Unreal
Engine 5 [EN]

11:00 - 12:25

Brunch and networking

12:00 - 12:55

Jaroslav Menčík
Workshop: Legal Issues in Game Development

13:00 - 13:55

Martin Šimeček, Vaclav Jirovsky
Azure For Game Developers [EN]

14:00 - 14:55

Panel
Game developer and sound designer should be friends
(David Wurczel; Mátyás Csernák; Adam Sporka; Ressa
Schwarzwald) [EN]

15:00 - 15:55

Aleksander Kauch
Stuff programmers must do that others hate

16:00 - 16:25

Pavel Grunt, Martin Poliak - Good AI. TBA

LUNCH

Michal Oravec
Cinematics in Mafia: Definitive Edition

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]

14:00 - 14:55

Martin Klíma
Where do you see yourself in 20 years?

15:00 - 15:55

Mariusz Gasiewski - Quo vadis mobile gaming?
Mobile gaming now and possible scenarios for the
future. [EN]

16:00 - 16:55

Yaraslau Kot
Tales of War and Peace

17:00 - 17:55

Jaromír Plachý - Happy Game:
a story of love and suffering [CZ]

16:30 - 16:55

Natalia Agafonova
Arma: Reforging team to last

18:00 - 18:00

END DAY 2

17:00 - 17:55

Petr Soviš
Interactive Talk About Physical Player Movement

18:00 - 18:00

END DAY 2

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]

[EN]
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SPEAKERS PROFILES

Mariusz Gasiewski

Google

Tomáš Zachar
PowerPlay Studio

Tomáš is creating games for over 20 years.
Making them alone but also as a part of a
team. He loves and prefers working on tools
that help him with game development. His
motto is „Done is better than perfect“

Daniel Vávra

Warhorse Studios
Dan Vávra is a Czech video game designer,
screenwriter, director and co-founder and
creative director of Warhorse Studios. His best
known works include the video games Mafia:
The City of Lost Heaven and Kingdom Come:
Deliverance.

Mariusz Gasiewski has been with Google
since 2007. He is leading mobile gaming
and apps initiatives at Google for Startups
Campus in Warsaw, supporting growth of
mobile gaming and apps ecosystem in in the
CEE region. During most of his career was
helping some of Google’s biggest clients in
Central and Eastern Europe in preparation
and implementation of mobile measurement
strategies. He is a frequent speaker at gaming
and mobile conferences and a founder of
GameCamp (www.gamecamp.io), one of the
biggest mobile gaming and apps specialists
communities in Europe.

Conecting the world
with the power
of technology™

CzechInvest

Markéta Mentelová is in charge of cultural
and creative industries at the Czechinvest
Agency. She organizes the national round of
the Creative Business Cup competition and is
the project manager of the creative incubator
CREATIVE BIC, which was established this
year as part of the Technological Incubation
project.

Mgr. Mátyás Csernák
Grand Beats Production

Natalia Agafonova
Bohemia Interactive

Natalia is a Senior Producer at Bohemia
Interactive, currently working on Arma
Reforger. Her background in graphic
design and sustainable innovation helps
her to bring a people-first approach
and multidisciplinary thinking to game
production.
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Markéta Mentelová

Mátyás Csernák is a composer, guitarist,
sound designer, manager, CEO and an
all-round brilliant professional in the game
audio industry. He co-founded Grand Beats
Production, an outsourcing game audio
production studio based in Slovakia which not
only supplies samples but also full services
including implementation via FMOD / Wwise
and integration with dedicated game engines.
He is the the CEO of the company and it is
where he focuses most of his work. He is also
one of the founders of a currently evolving
game audio pros. association, GAPA (Game
Audio Professionals Association).
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Martin Tichota
Divr Labs

Martin is a pioneer in challenging the
technological and content boundaries of VR.
He graduated from the Faculty of Applied
Sciences at the University of West Bohemia.
Before Martin joined Divr Labs as a cofounder and CTO, he worked in a well-known
gaming studio Bohemia Interactive.

Martin Vaňo
GameDevHub

„Martin has been designing games since 1997.
His pro career started in 2008. Since then, he
worked on wide range of games from AAA
military sims through mobile games to live
escape games.
Martin teaches game design and
development on various Czech universities
and in GameDevHub since 2016. „
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David Wurczel
David Wurczel

I have 3+ years of professional experience
composing music and designing sound for
games and around 12+ years of concert
experience as a solo guitar recital author
and guest performer around Europe (Venice,
Warsaw, Prague, Maó, Amsterdam and
more...).

Jaroslav Menčík

MAVERICKS advokáti s.r.o.
Jaroslav is an experienced lawyer focusing on
startups, new technologies and video game
industry. As a gamer himself, Jaroslav proudly
advises aspiring game studios on publishing
& investment deals, intellectual property issues
and other exciting legal stuff. Jaroslav holds
law degrees from leading universities in CZE
and USA.
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Paul Barnett

Benjamin Bauer

Matthew Jones

Michal Oravec

Paul Barnett is the Franchise Creative director
for Wargaming. He has worked on all
manner of games from Sports titles, to Sci fi,
fantasy RPG and vehicle arena combat. His
background is in creative game design and
the development of soft skills for the studios he
works at.

Ben is a ~20-year industry veteran who
started as a Level Designer for Far Cry 1 and
Crysis. Then he became a Lead for Crysis
Warhead and switched to Ubisoft, working
on Splinter Cell Blacklist, FarCry Primal, and
FarCry 5 & 6 as a Director. Now he works for
Plan A Collective as a Creative Director.

Matt is a world leading vehicle artist, having
amassed 18 game releases including DIRT
and GRID titles, as well as five Formula
One titles as Vehicle Art Group Lead for
Codemasters. He made a move to Bordeaux
in 2018 to Lead the Vehicle Art on the visually
stunning Microsoft Flight Simulator and has
spent the last 3 years working on his biggest
title to date

Coming from the TV technologies and
freelance videography field I‘ve joined
Hangar 13 at the beginning of their endeavor
to re-make the original Mafia game. I am
part of the media team that was responsible
for the cinematics in Mafia: Definitive Edition.

DPS - Wargaming UK

Plan A Collective

DPS Games (Wargaming UK)

Hangar 13

www.gda.cz

A SUMO DIGITAL STUDIO
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Leszek Szczepański
Guerrilla

Leszek started his adventure with game
development by making modules for
Neverwinter Nights back in high school.
During university he worked as a professional
Dungeon Master. Today, he has been
developing video games professionally for
15 years. Over this time he worked on Metal
Gear Ac!d 2, Sonic 4, Killzone: Shadow Fall,
Horizon Zero Dawn, Horizon Forbidden West
as well as multiple smaller mobile titles.

Mattias Van Camp

Viktoriya Gridneva

Mattias Van Camp has been working in
games for 10 years, with 8 games under his
belt. Passionate about asset management, he
spends his days at DPS Games pushing for
better tools and practices and building some
of them himself.

Viktoriya is an experienced Talent Acquisition
leader with 6 years in the tech industry.
Specialized in Product, Analytics and Tech
hiring. Currently leads a global early-career
talent program at Wargaming.

DPS Games Ltd

Wargaming

Adam Sporka
Acaremi

Adam Sporka focuses on adaptive music in
large virtual worlds as a designer, composer,
and developer. He is a co-author of music
in Kingdom Come: Deliverance (Warhorse
Studios). As a music design consultant, he is
available to established studios as well as
indie developers.

Ivan Buchta

Bohemia Interactive a.s.
Ivan Buchta (43) has been working on the
Bohemia Interactive‘s Arma series since
2006, specializing in environment design and
creative direction. He currently acts as the
creative lead of Arma Reforger and Arma 4.

Ranko Trifkovic
Red Viking

Ranko is passionate about narrative and
game design, especially about bridging
the ludo-narrative gap, helping studios big
and small to reach better immersion of both
gameplay and the story. As someone who‘s
been cast in multiple roles, from game writer
to game producer, to lead game designer,
Ranko is bringing you wisdom right from the
trenches...

Ressa Schwarzwald
Gameowdio

13 years in the industry as a freelancing audio
generalist, been audio producer at TinyBuild,
audio lead at CM Games, running her own audio
outsourcing studio Gameowdio at the moment.
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Jan Vaněček
Geewa

Jan originally started developing and
designing board and card games. He then
moved to Geewa where he designed the
mobile RPG hit Smashing Four, and later to
Keen Software House where he led the liveops of Space Engineers. He is now back at
Geewa, working on a new mobile RPG title.
Jan‘s biggest passion is math in game design.

Stanislav Petera
Freelancer

Stanislav is the experienced fashion and
advertising photographer renowned for his
passion and creativity. After several years of
a successful commercial career in France,
he currently focuses solely on his personal
projects, shooting cinematic narrative images
all around the world.

Sander Hoogervorst

Bohemia Interactive - Amsterdam
Sander is a Dutch technical game designer
who worked on projects such as Divinity
Original Sin 2 and currently works at Bohemia
Interactive on Arma Reforger. He considers
himself a specialized jack of all trades and
is overall a positive well of energy who
embodies the definition of an ADHD game
developer.

Timothee Engel
Photon Engine

Timothee Engel is a technical producer at
Photon Engine. His technical expertise lies in
the design and programming of multiplayer
gameplay interactions. As a producer he
manages internal projects and assists
external partner projects in understanding the
multiplayer development space.

bisimulations.com/company/careers
21
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Vladimír Geršl
GoldKnights

„Vlad is an experienced executive in the game
industry (Activision, Sony, Plaion).
With 2 BAFTA nominations, plus multiple
million-copy-selling console/PC titles to his
credit, Vlad has never led any commercially
unsuccessful game – making him one of the
top producers/advisors in the business.“

Marek Rosa

Keen Software House & GoodAI
Marek Rosa is the CEO of GoodAI, a general
artificial intelligence R&D company, and the
CEO of Keen Software House, an independent
game development studio best known for its
best-seller Space Engineers (4 million copies
sold).
Marek founded GoodAI in 2014 with a $10M
investment of his own money.
Currently, Marek is occupied with the
development of Space Engineers, VRAGE
engine, AI Game, and general AI research
project Memetic Badger.
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Josef Vopička

Aleksander Kauch

The MAMA AI S.E.

11 bit studios

Ph.D. in speech recognition, 20 years
of experience in speech technologies.
Development of telephony, embedded,
cloud, and VR speech solutions. Full stack of
technologies for building human sounding
synthetic neural voices.

Senior Technology Lead in 11 bit studios.
Worked on almost every 11 bit‘s game
including Anomaly series, This War of Mine
and Frostpunk. Lectured in programming
at Warsaw University of Technology and
Academy of Games and Post-Production.
Experienced in programming, game
architecture and overall game development.
Old games collector and games‘ history
enthusiast.

Jaromír Plachý
Amanita Design

Jaromír Plachý makes games at Amanita
Design. He has worked on three titles Botanicula, CHUCHEL and Happy Game - all
of which he directed, designed and animated
himself. He likes beer and after finally
releasing Happy Game „only wants to work
on beautiful games that will pour happiness
into your heart.“

Otakar Nieder
Grip Digital

„20+ years in video games and military
simulations industr. Started as a junior tools
engineer in Altar Interactive (UFO: Aftermath,
UFO:Aftershock and UFO:Afterlight). Promoted
to Lead Programmer of the last game of the
trilogy.
12 years long stay at Bohemia Interactive
Simulations (BISim) - growing from 50 to
300+ employees and as the Director of
Development built an organisation of 180
developers working on tens of simultaneous
projects.“
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Martin Klíma

Yaraslau Kot

Ivan Danilenko

John Goodale

Martin Klíma is developing computer games
since 1997. From Fish Fillets to Kingdom Come:
Deliverance, he worked on a score of games
in Brno, Prague and Leamington Spa. In 2011
he and Dan Vavra founded Warhorse Studios;
he works as the Executive Producer there ever
since.

Game designer and narrativist since 1996.
Works at Farm 51 game studio. Founder of
BelGameDev Association. Former Regional
Coordinator for Eastern Europe and Asia for
IGDA, was coorganizer of Central and Eastern
Europe Games Award, Crystal Canvas, Game
Industry Conference and Games Gathering
Conference. Author of numerous of games,
books, articles.

Ivan Danilenko is an Engineering Manager
at Wargaming Vilnius responsible for the
multidiscipline team of Software Engineers
(consisting of Engine, Render, Tools, and
Frontend developers) and has about 11 years
of prior experience as a Software Engineer
himself. After leading the World of Tanks
PC Engine team for a while Ivan expanded
his inﬂuence on his colleagues and taken
a focused path of being responsible for
employee hiring, professional growth, career
advancement and well-being at one of the
engineering teams working on World of
Tanks for PC.

John is a 27-year games industry veteran and
has spent most of his career helping western
companies expand to Asia. Bilingual EnglishJapanese, John has done business in 50+
countries and has unique global experiences
and perspectives, and countless “war stories”
from the business trenches.

Warhorse Studios

The Farm 51

Bohemia Interactive_GDS 2022, ad - 74x105 08_2022.qxp 25.08.2

/

JOIN

Wargaming

OUR RANKS!

Martin Šimeček
Microsoft

We are looking for:

� CHARACTER ARTIST
� ENGINE NETWORK
PROGRAMMER

� C++ PROGRAMMER
careers.bohemia.net

Beamable / Venture Tech Partners

Vaclav Jirovsky

Microsoft

„Vaclav works at Microsoft, where he focuses
on designing cloud solutions to build reliable,
secure, cost-effective and scalable software.

Martin works as a Senior Software Engineer
at Microsoft, as part of a global customer
success team which focuses on Microsoft’s
Cloud and AI Platform. During the day
he‘s engaging directly with customers and
working hands-on across design, building a
production phases, with focus on enabling
mission-critical workloads on Microsoft Azure.
During the night he plays on Xbox, Switch, or
PC.

His game dev skills suck, but he has something
to say about backends.„
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Pavel Barák

Jakub Vavřík

Pawel Miechowski

Martin Poliak

Pavel has been active in the game industry
for more than 15 years. A co-founder and
chairman of the Czech Game Developers
Association. For the past ten years, he has
been the director of the oldest independent
game development conference in Europe,
the Game Developers Session, which is also
one of the largest game conferences in
the region. In 2005, he founded Handjoy, a
game development studio that specializes in
mobile and advertising games.

Jakub is part of an Environment art team at
Hangar 13 for 8 years and in his time there,
he had a chance to work on titles like Mafia 3
with all its DLC‘s and Mafia: Definitive Edition.

PR Lead at 11 bit studios. More than 20 years of
experience in the games industry. Known titles:
Frostpunk, This War of Mine, Children of Morta.
A fan of beer and football.

Martin is research manager at GoodAI,
where he is currently focusing on unlocking
the potentials of large language models
for general AI. In addition, he has been
coordinating the development of walking
robots for Space Engineers as a part of the
EU-funded VeriDream project.“

Pavel Grunt

Jan Ilavsky

GoodAI Research

Beat Games

Pavel is an engineer at heart, after several
years working as a computer vision engineer,
he joined GoodAI to work on the application
of machine learning techniques for games

Creative director at Beat Games. Award
winning game developer, programmer,
designer and musician. Creator of Beat Saber,
Chameleon Run and many more small games.

Czech Game Developers Association

Hangar 13

11 bit studios

Veera Hokkanen
Housemarque

Veera Hokkanen is a concept artist and digital
illustrator with over 6 years of professional
experience in the games industry. She is
currently working at Housemarque, a game
studio based in Helsinki, that developed
Returnal. Veera enjoys working on a variety of
topics with both 2D and 3D tools.

Dušan Čežek

Fuchs+Dachs sro / Place Of Departure sro
Creative director of Ministry Of Broadcast, co
owner of Fuchs+Dachs and CEO/CD Place of
Departure
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GoodAI Research

Petr Soviš

PixelAnt Games Czech Republic
Petr has been coding games for more
than 20 years. He specializes in physics
simulations, animation and navigation
programming, computer geometry and
low-level optimizations. He wrote player
code and animation engines for Mafia II
and DayZ. He‘s now Technical Director in
PixelAnt Games CZ.

Krzysztof Pachulski
Epic Games

Krzysztof is an Evangelist at Epic Games
responsible for Eastern Europe and Israel.
His main expertise is programming, but he‘s
also an Unreal Engine generalist.
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PRAGUE

PARTNERS
This conference would never exist
without the generous support of
our partners, sponsors, speakers
and everyone, who is involved in
the organization of the event and
helping out every year.

SPECIAL PARTNER

Thanks to all of you we make Game
Developers Session happen every
year! For 20 years! Thank you!

a unique location combining favourable costs and a
sense of culture and tradition with a well-developed
private sector, a highly-skilled workforce and innovation potential, as well as an enticing atmosphere and
great conditions for expats.

PIXELANT GAMES

BEAT GAMES

GOLD PARTNER

GENERAL PARTNER
Beat Games is the award-winning studio behind
Beat Saber – the #1 best-selling VR game in the world. With over 4 million copies and 40 million songs
sold, the studio has partnered with world-famous
artists like Lady Gaga, Billie Eilish, Imagine Dragons,

Prague is one of the most beautiful cities in the
world, mixing its historical roots with modern charm.
With a location in the heart of Europe, the capital of
the Czech Republic offers the perfect base for comfortable living with global reach. The Czech capital is

Green Day, Skrillex, Linkin Park, BTS, and more. But
this is just the beginning as the studio continues to
break new ground in the world of music and VR
gaming.

At PixelAnt Games, we have one simple goal: to
make great games, with great people, in a great atmosphere. We are part of Sumo Digital, and together
we work on the most recognizable AAA & AA+ games
and collaborate with the biggest gaming industry
partners, while also working on our own IP. PixelAnt
Games is a culture- and people-first place that we
build on a firm set of values, creating a workplace
that is healthy, respectful, and free from crunch. And
to make game development more predictable, we

combine it with the best software delivery practices.
All this to bring fun back into game development!
PixelAnt Games Czech Republic was opened in
June 2022, with Eugen Harton as the Studio Director,
becoming the second PixelAnt Games studio after
the first one opened in Poland in 2020. The studios
are based in Prague, Czech Republic, and Wrocław,
Poland.

A SUMO DIGITAL STUDIO

WARGAMING

DIAMOND PARTNER
Wargaming is an award-winning online game
developer and publisher headquartered in Nicosia,
Cyprus. Operating since 1998, Wargaming has become one of the leaders in the gaming industry with
17 offices worldwide, including studios in Chicago,
Prague, Shanghai, Tokyo, and Vilnius. Our diverse
and multicultural team works together to deliver a
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BOHEMIA INTERACTIVE SIMULATIONS
top-class experience to millions of players who enjoy
Wargaming‘s titles across all major gaming platforms. Our ﬂagship products include free-to-play
hits World of Tanks, World of Warships and World of
Tanks Blitz.
Official website: wargaming.com

GOLD PARTNER

Bohemia Interactive Simulations (BISim) is a global
software company at the forefront of simulation
training solutions for defense and civilian organizations. We use the latest game-based technology and
a large, experienced in-house team of engineers
to develop high-fidelity, cost-effective training and
simulation software products and components for
defense applications.

We are looking for programmers, testers, art and
technical designers and DevOps engineers. We work
alongside awesome people who are great at their
jobs. At Bohemia Interactive Simulations, we believe
that when we are surrounded by high performers,
things get done more quickly, amazing things can be
accomplished, and seemingly impossible problems
can be solved.
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TECH DATA

NINE ROCK GAMES

GOLD PARTNER
Tech Data connects the world with the power of
technology. Our end-to-end portfolio of products,
services and solutions, highly specialized skills, and
expertise in next-generation technologies enable
channel partners to bring to market the products
and solutions the world needs to connect, grow and

GOLD PARTNER
advance. Advanced Solutions offers data center
technologies such as storage, networking, servers
and hyperconverged infrastructure and also next-generation technologies such as cloud, IoT, mobility,
security and analytics solutions.

Game development studio from Bratislava, Slovakia,
with over 17 years of experience making games
as a Cauldron or Bohemia Interactive. Nine Rocks
Games team members recently launched Way of
the Hunter and are responsible for many successful

games, including global hits DayZ, Soldier of Fortune:
Payback, Chaser, or multimillion-selling Cabela‘s
line of hunting games like Big Game Hunter and
Dangerous Hunts.

GOODAI & KEEN SOFTWARE HOUSE
GOLD PARTNER

MICROSOFT

GOLD PARTNER
Microsoft enables digital transformation for the
era of an intelligent cloud and an intelligent edge.
Its mission is to empower every person and every
organization on the planet to achieve more.
Azure for game development helps you accelerate
game development with Azure PlayFab managed
services, build your own game services from scratch,

or access developer tools and support with the
ID@Azure program for indie creators. Reach more
players around the world with ﬂexible DevOps tools
for every platform and protect your players‘ data
with enterprise-grade security. Azure for game
development is built in partnership with Xbox Game
Studios and cloud game developers worldwide.

Keen Software House and GoodAI were both
founded by Marek Rosa, who is the CEO and CTO
of GoodAI, a general artificial intelligence R&D company, and the CEO and founder of Keen Software
House, an independent game development studio
best known for its best-seller Space Engineers (4
million copies sold). Both companies are based in
Prague, Czech Republic.
Marek has been interested in artificial intelligence
since childhood. He started his career as a programmer but later transitioned to a leadership role.
After the success of the Keen Software House titles,
Marek was able to personally fund GoodAI, his new

general AI research company building human-level
artificial intelligence.
GoodAI was founded in January 2014, with a $10
Million investment from Marek, it now has over 30
research scientists, engineers, and consultants working across its divisions.
At this time, Marek is developing Space Engineers,
VRAGE - an in-house game engine, leading daily
research and development on recursive self-improvement based general AI architecture - Badger, and
AI Game - a game where player interacts with AI
agents via freeform dialogues.

ASHBORNE GAMES
GOLD PARTNER

Ashborne Games is a game development studio with
roots in Brno, the heart of South Moravia, the Czech
Republic, currently working on an unannounced
historical Strategy / RPG. The team consists of game
developers with remarkable experience in making
successful games, including global hits like Arma,
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Mafia, Shadowgun, and UFO series, Vigor, Comanche, and other titles under various publishers or
independently. Ashborne Games is a proud member
of the THQ Nordic Family, Game Cluster, and Czech
Game Developers Association.

HANGAR 13

GOLD PARTNER
At Hangar 13 we have the best of both worlds: the
fast moving, creative mentality of a start-up backed
by the stability and global impact of a major publisher. Each of us is empowered to take ownership,
move ideas forward, and enact change. No matter

where you are in Hangar 13, everything you do impacts your project, your team, the studio and—most
importantly—the games we make. At Hangar 13 you
play a pivotal role in building and defining not only
fantastic games but the studio itself.
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BOHEIA INTERACTIVE

WUBE SOFTWARE

SILVER PARTNER

With over 350 employees, collaborating in six offices
across three countries, Bohemia Interactive is the
biggest and most recognizable game development
studio in the Czech Republic. Our story began with
our first game – Arma: Cold War Assault – which was
released back in 2001. Developed by a ragtag bunch
of devs, the PC-exclusive title became a massive
international success. It sold well over a million
copies, received numerous industry awards, and was
praised by both critics and players alike. Since then
we’ve grown into a multicultural family representing

SILVER PARTNER
numerous countries around the globe. While our
backgrounds are varied, our focus is united – to
create games that act as platforms for people to
explore, create, and connect. Those games include
Arma 3, DayZ, Ylands, Vigor, and Mini DayZ 2, as
well as our proprietary Enfusion engine. We released
Arma Reforger earlier this year to showcase our new
engine’s capabilities and lay a steppingstone on the
road to Arma 4. We aim to use this platform to shape
the future of the entire Arma series with the help and
collaboration of Arma fans around the globe.

Wube Software is an indie game developer most
known as the studio behind the automation and
simluation game Factorio, which has sold over 3 mi-

llion copies since its early access release. The team
is focused on creating the best experience possible
and making games we all can be proud of.

11 BIT STUDIO

SILVER PARTNER

WACOM

SILVER PARTNER
Wacom’s vision is to bring people and technology
closer together through natural interface technologies. This has made it the world’s leading manufacturer of interactive pen tablets and displays as
well as of digital styli and solutions for saving and
processing digital signatures. Wacom’s intuitive input
devices have been used to create some of the most
exciting digital art, films, special effects, fashion and
designs around the world. The advanced technology

provides business and home users with their leading
interface technology to express their personality.
Founded in 1983, Wacom is a global company based
in Japan with subsidiaries and affiliate offices around
the world to support marketing and distribution in
over 150 countries. For further information about
Wacom and its products see also www.wacom.com

WE’RE A COLLECTIVE
A collective of talented devs and skillful publishers
reaching millions of hardcore gamers all driven by
the creation of meaningful entertainment. We’re
seeking experienced dev teams to form publishing
partnerships with – teams with which we share an
artistic sensibility, and the desire to create thought-provoking games while maintaining a smart
business approach to the process.
OUR PHILOSOPHY
Games are like parallel universes where you can be

a wizard, a dragon, an army commander or an alien
poet. We choose to make universes filled with stories
that provoke thought, ask ambiguous questions, and
that explore the unknown. We hope these stories will
stay with you long after seeing the end credits.
GREAT GAMES & EMOTIONS BUSINESS RELEVANCE
A high-quality experience on each level is a must.
Then, the focus is on emotions – both in the game
and in the marketing campaign. And we’re equally
picky about artistic and commercial value.

GAME DEV HUB
SILVER PARTNER

YAHAHA

SILVER PARTNER
Yahaha Studios was founded in 2020 by a pioneering group of Unity veterans, with a mission
to democratise 3D games content creation and
consumption. Establishing a pioneering world-class
user-generated content (UGC) no-code creation
platform for 3D interactive content, YAHAHA em-
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powers both developers and players at all levels to
build, publish, host, and operate multiplayer games.
With one click publishing available for all to play,
making games and content creation is easy and
accessible to all.

We are GameDevHub. A private education company
for game development based in Prague. We provide
real time online courses, individual mentoring and
B2B educational services.
Founded in 2020, we already have helped over 200

people to acquire their #gamedev skills, several tens
of them to get their first job in the industry.
Our sessions are run by top industry veterans from
the Czech excellent Indie to AAA studios. Whatever
you think of, we got a man for the job!
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WARHORSE

Gold Knights

SILVER PARTNER
Warhorse Studios is a video-game developer founded in 2011 now grown to a dedicated team of over
200 artists and developers. Our first title, Kingdom
Come: Deliverance, a gritty, medieval, combat-ba-

SILVER PARTNER
sed RPG set in a realistic historic environment, was
released in 2018 and has sold over 5 million copies.
Currently we are developing another AAA title.

GoldKnights - a 40+ strong team of game developers - combines experienced professionals (Activision, Sony, PUBG, Ubisoft) with go-getting juniors,

creating a unique mix of know-how and passion.
Together they‘re creating their first title, the action
RPG „The Last Oricru“.

CZECHINVEST AGENCY
SILVER PARTNER

GRIP DIGITAL

SILVER PARTNER
Grip Studios is a full-range game developer with
over a decade of experience and 50+ games in our
portfolio. We provide co-dev, QA, and other development services to some of the world’s top gaming
companies. Founded in 2012 by Jan Cabuk and Jakub
Mikyska, the studio has over 120 game enthusiasts,
ranging from industry legends to the next generation
of game-creators.
Our modern and unique dev sites in Prague and
Brno, combined with an asshole-free company cul-

ture, make Grip an excellent place to work in. We are
constantly growing and looking for the best people
to join our team.
GameDev 2.0 is our long-term business strategy
allowing us to work on the best kept secrets of gaming industry you didn’t hear of yet. Our teams are
working on AAA games for well recognized studios
worldwide. We are also currently developing an
unannounced, in-house game that pushes the boundaries of creativity and innovation.

CzechInvest plays a key role in the area of supporting business and investments in its comprehensive
form. The agency’s unique combination of regional,
central and international operations ensures the
integrity of services and the ability to connect global
trends with regional conditions in the Czech Repub-

lic. One of CzechInvest’s main objectives is transformation of the Czech Republic into an innovation
leader of Europe.
Established in 1992, CzechInvest is a state contributory organisation subordinate to the Ministry of
Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic.

CREATIVE EUROPE
SILVER PARTNER

Creative Europe Desk Czech Republic is the national
office of the Creative Europe Programme - the European Union programme providing support to the
culture and audiovisual sectors.
Following on from the previous Creative Europe
programme, Creative Europe keeps supporting
the European cultural and creative sectors for the
period 2021-2027 with the budget 2,5 billions eur. The
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Programme builds on and continues the structure
of the previous programme with three strands –
Culture, which covers cultural and creative sectors
with the exception of the audiovisual sector; MEDIA,
which covers the audiovisual sector, including the
support of video games; and the Cross-sectoral
strand, which covers activities across all cultural and
creative sectors.

Interested in change?
We`re looking for new colleagues!
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Prázdný prostor
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11bitstudios.com/jobs/
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BRONZE PARTNERS

www.gda.cz

LOREM IPSUM PARTNER

creative
europe media

Someday You’ll Return
CZ, CBE Software
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Supporting
European
Stories
since 1991
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www.gdsession.com

